
The Empire Report - Monday, May 15, 2023 - Race Recap

Race 1 - ESCAPETOTHEBEACH was helped when HES GONNA GETYA was very slow off the car to
his inside and that allowed him to take the lead and easily seat the other leavers behind him, continued to
roll a strong clip on his own terms and remained rock solid to the end, completing the sharp wire to wire
score. IGNATIUS A got away nicely behind the winner, tracked closely all the way but was no threat to the
top one, digging in to hold the place spot. MOTIVE HANOVER was able to get away easily in third, pulled
first over off turn three and challenged for 2nd to 3/4s while under urging, kept trying all the way and
wasn't far off 2nd at the end - much better effort tonight. MAJOR DESIRE got away 4th and enjoyed an
easy trip, pacing home evenly while unable to really gain on the top ones. HEZ GONNA GETYA (off a 5
month layoff) had a slow start from the rail, was never a factor but definitely should benefit from this
tightener. KERFORD ROAD A struggled in 6th to 3/4s, never getting in play. OUR CORELLI N hasn't
been good lately...and tonight was no exception

Race 2 - GREAT SOMEWHERE made the top easily as the lone outside leaver then yielded back to the
heavy favorite, was able to slip out to the top of the lane and rolled right on by, a very sharp "pocket rocket"
winner! TWIN B HEART THROB retook from the winner to the quarter, hit the brakes hard to the half
then had no problem repelling mild pressure from HEART OF DIXIE by the final turn, heard the winner
coming at him at the top of the lane and was powerless to hold that one off...as the (overbet) 1/10 favorite!
PRETTY HANDSOME came out behind cover off turn three to race 2nd over, gapped a bit to 3/4s but
started to do better on the final turn after swinging three wide, kicking home nicely to win the battle for the
show spot. STATE SENATOR backed off at the start then was shuffled to last off turn three, came out 3rd
over on the final turn before ducking back inside to the top of the lane, ended up between horses in the
stretch and was pacing well late for 4th - not bad at all! HEART OF DIXIE was moving from last to the
half and unable to ever pick up any cover, could only really challenge for 2nd to 3/4s and started to wilt
(understandably) by the top of the lane. NOWHERE CREEK A saved ground to no avail in a dull try

Race 3 - MY ULTIMATE STAR A flushed cover to race 2nd over to the half, was left uncovered to 3/4s as
MACHEASY A cleared to the lead, came up to test that one on the final turn and rolled on by confidently
into the lane, a very comfortable winner. DELIGHTFUL TERROR was out 4th over at the half, swung
wide on the final turn then kicked home full of pace to grab the place spot - excellent first start off the
claim! MACHEASY A couldn't get the lead at the start and wound up sitting 3rd, pulled first over to the
half and paced on by the leader on the back side, felt the winner coming to him on the final turn and gave
way once into the stretch, weakening just a bit and settling for the show spot - definitely "good", but needed
to be a bit better. JAY BRACKEN A looked to leave but then had to grab up and back off into 5th, got the
flow started and ended up 3rd over at the half, was up into 3rd by the final turn but just had no punch once
into the lane, only able to take home a non-threatening 4th tonight. DEETZY came out from last on the
final turn, swung wide and offered a steady finish for 5th. CAPTAINS PLACE worked hard to make the
lead then yielded back to a retake, was behind a tiring leader as they paced to 3/4s and shuffled back... but
really didn't seem to have much left after finally slipping out on the final turn - still, probably deserves a
pass. ALEX TYE was under a heavy urge early on to hold the lead, did let CAPTAINS PLACE go before
coming back out to reclaim command, was outbrushed as they paced to 3/4s and gradually faded out of it -
just not up for the very aggressive trip tonight

Race 4 -PINEBUSH LIFESAVER waited for JOJOS PLACE to pull then followed that one 2nd over from
turn three, was in a perfect spot as they turned for home and flew right on by into the lane, winning very
easily tonight - he was once one of THE most camera-shy horses to race here....but has now won 2 of his 4
starts since joining this red hot barn! CONBOYVILLE flew right to the top from his outside post, tried to
escape from pressure to the final turn, dug in hard all through the lane but was simply no match for the
winner's fresh legs in the final 1/6th of a mile - excellent effort off the claim! JOJOS PLACE came out
uncovered on turn three, got a bit closer to the leader on the final bend but just couldn't sustain his bid well
enough once into the stretch, outfinished by the top pair and settling for 3rd tonight. WAR DAN DELIGHT
N got away last and saved ground, found room between horses into the stretch and was pacing well at the
wire. CHANGE STRIDE N ended up 3rd over as the flow developed on turn three, swung wide from the
back to the top of the lane and just had too far to come to make up any real ground - tough spot, but wasn't



really "loaded" either. SHARK PLAY sat a two hole trip but squandered it completely, tiring to last in the
stretch - perhaps a class drop is in order?

Race 5 - SHAKESPEARE lost a couple of spots early on and got away in 5th, came out 2nd over to the half
then moved wide early around sluggish cover, rushed up to the leader and was doing the better work on the
final turn, took over for good once into the stretch and drew off impressively in the lane - very sharp right
now! COALITION HANOVER dropped in 3rd early on then rushed up to take over on turn two, felt the
winner coming to him on the final turn and was no match for that one once into the homestretch, digging in
gamely to the wire to hold down the place spot. MAKE MY DEO stung COPPER TEEN hard before
yielding then was back to 3rd after the lead changed hands on turn two, was able to shake free from 4th at
the top of the lane and paced well the rest of the way, taking over 3rd and finishing not far off 2nd - had
good pace at both ends of the mile. COPPER TEEN got stung a bit before making the lead then yielded on
turn two, had room for the drive home but was clearly outfinished by the top trio - just "ok" again. SIX
FEET APART was out 3rd over at the half, tried to follow the winner's wide move to 3/4s but didn't have
the same pop, did pace on steadily and was able to take home a small paycheck. STELLAR YANKEE got
away 7th, pacing home evenly from a tough spot. SOUTHWIND BRONN lagged in last to the half, came
out 4th over off turn three, swung very wide from last on the final turn but quickly flattened. STRIKING
IMPACT found a spot to drop in 4th then pulled first over to the half, offered only a weak bid to 3/4s and
was all done by the final turn - the barn change failed to perk him up....at least the first start

Race 6 - ON ACCIDENT made the top, seated MARLBANK ROAD then let FEARFUL INTENT take
over, took aim from the head of the lane and was able to pace on by late to pick up his 2nd win in a row -
small barn doing good work right now! FEARFUL INTENT was a bit wide before taking control off turn
one, rated a mild half before picking things up considerably to 3/4s, had only the tripsitter to beat from the
top of the lane but just wasn't able to do so, finishing a solid 2nd best. NANDOLO N got away in 4th the
pulled first over from turn three, was still only 3rd by the final turn and while still trying hard to the end
(and salvaging the show spot), it was still a very disappointing try for the 1/5 favorite! SHINE A LIGHT
took off the gate and got away 6th, was briefly out 3rd over before ducking back inside to the final turn,
ended up between horses into the stretch and did finish well to pick up 4th - did about as well as possible
from a very tough spot. MARLBANK ROAD was pocketed early and soon back to 3rd, was clear for the
drive home but outmuscled by a few others. THRASHER got away in 5th, came out 2nd over to 3/4s but
offered only even pace in the lane. BILL HALEY N sat last with no chance, hitting the wire with decent
energy. FEELIN WESTERN sat the cones in 7th and was never in it

Race 7 - ROCK DIAMONDS N was the lone speed and took over easily, cut a hot clip and started to edge
away on the final turn, turning this one into laugher - the 10YO is really thriving for his new barn! SILENT
SPLENDOR sat pocketed from early on, couldn't stay with the winner from the final turn but did a nice job
retaining the place spot. BETTOR SUN sat the cones in last, found room into the stretch and finished with
plenty of pace, though not in time to pick up 2nd - very encouraging in his 2nd start for the new barn.
BALLERAT BOOMERANG sat in 3rd, but was clear way too late for a chance at better. FLOWWITH
JOE pulled uncovered from 4th off turn three, barely challenged for 2nd to 3/4s and stalled by the top of the
lane - just too tough a trip. WARDAN EXPRESS A was behind dullish cover to 3/4s but with no offer of
his own

Race 8 - COVERED BRIDGE was underway from last on turn two then ended up 3rd over to the half,
launched a wide move on the final turn and simply flew by the entire field in the stretch, scoring yet
another mega-impressive victory - his long form spree continues! MOONSHINE KISSES got away 3rd
then came out under LEONIDAS A before the half (trying to avoid getting trapped in), was up to press the
leader off turn two then battled a long way with that one, finally was able to get by into the stretch but not
until the airborne winner flew past both of them to the wire - BIG effort, but then disqualified and place 4th
for causing interference to the half. THE REGULATOR had a slow start from the pole and was eventually
shuffled back to 6th, found room into the stretch and kicked home full of pace for 3rd (and was then placed
2nd) - raced very well, even if helped by the easy trip! LEONIDAS A dropped in 4th on turn one, was
flushed out by the winner past the stands then briefly forced three wide when MOONSHINE KISSES
moved out in front of him, settled down to race 2nd over but gapped cover to the final turn, was soon
blindswitched by the winner, then paced evenly into the lane, outkicked home by THE REGULATOR -



wasn't bad, but also not his best. HELLABALOU made a couple of early moves to secure the lead, battled
a LONG way with MOONSHINE KISSES and finally gave way into the lane. SPEED MAN N made the
top off turn one then instantly grabbed hard to let HELLABALOU retake, was trapped into the lane and
never had any chance to show what he had in the tank

Race 9 - NONE BETTOR A was the lone speed and went right to the top, cut a fast half then really floored
the gas to 3/4s, edged away after that :27.1 third panel and cruised home an easy winner - simply outran
'em tonight! AMERICAN DEALER N came out 2nd over from 6th to 3/4s, angled for the drive home and
kicked home full of pace to rally up into 2nd - another sharp try! PRICELESS BEACH took off the gate
this week (as the even money choice) and that left him trying a long first over move from 5th off turn three,
kept trying as hard as he could into the fastest part of the mile and remained dead game through the stretch,
just missing 2nd - just created an impossible trip for himself when he was off the gate tonight. SEMI
TOUGH sat in from 4th on turn three, was shuffled back on the final turn but did finish up strong at the end
to at least grab a 4th place check. MOONLIGHT SHADOW tried to chase from the pocket but eventually
weakened, just not up for the hot pace/ SPLASH BROTHER sat the cones in 3rd, faced stretch traffic but
had little anyway. PYRO sat last all the way, never getting close

Race 10 - EUPHORIA N left well but had to take a spot in 3rd, pulled uncovered on the back side then
attacked hard on the final turn, put the leader away into the stretch and edged away to his 3rd straight win -
the 5-1 payoff was pretty generous, considering how sharp he's been! JAHAN HANOVER got away in 5th
and sat the cones, gained a bit as others pulled and was up into 3rd into the stretch, shaking free and
rallying nicely to pick up 2nd late - much sharper tonight, even if very opportunistic! WINDSUN RICKY
was able to rush up into the first turn to seat a couple of leavers then hit the brakes hard to the half, started
to really feel heat from the winner on the final turn and gave way grudgingly into the stretch, losing the
place spot late as well - definitely a bit disappointing. JUDDY DOUGLAS A looked like he was headed
right to the top but had to back off into the pocket as WINDSUN RICKY rushed up into the first turn,
moved out behind the winner on the final turn but hung badly from the top of the lane, unable to gain and
weakening to 4th instead! MICKY GEE N looked disinterested in the back to the final turn, did better once
into the stretch and found some mild pace to pick up 5th - just lost interest for way too long. LONG
WEEKEND A got away in 4th, came out 2nd over to 3/4s but gapped to the final turn, tiring badly the rest
of the way - threw a clunker this week

Race 11 - CAPTIVATE HANOVER was very hard used before making the top (after a hot :26.4 opener),
paced a solid 3/4s and avoided any pressure, had every license to get tired from top of the lane but got
STRONGER instead, kicking home in :27.4 and pacing away from some good rivals - scores ultra
impressively in 1:51.4....the fastest mile of the night! CERTIFIABLE grabbed an easy lead then let the
winner take over after the sharp opener, was right there to the final turn but simply no match in the lane, all
out to hold on to the place spot. QUALITY BUD got away 5th, benefited by saving ground and was up to
3rd on the final turn, had room into the lane and finished well, though unable to advance up into 2nd.
NOME HANOVER saved ground from last, got up into 4th once into the stretch and beat out the others,
while well behind the top trio., WICHITA LINEMAN followed the heavy favorite 2nd over from the half
but was hurt by that one's poor cover, swung wide before 3/4s but could only get up to 4th on the final turn,
pacing home evenly after a terrible trip. DEAN B HANOVER was back to 3rd at the quarter, pulled first
over at the half but really sputtered to 3/4s, all done before the final turn as the 3/5 choice! ODDS ON
CAPITALISM was out 3rd over to the half but found himself in a horrible flow, pretty much losing any
chance. ROCKAPELO raced 4th over in the horrendous flow and never had a prayer.


